Vast, Thin and Still Deadly
Years of joint-bashing photojournalism put me in the hospital for some
arthroscopic surgery while everyone was
getting their “salt fix” at Speedweek, so I
am grateful to the “Voice of the Salt
Radio” Ron Christensen for his “saltbreaking” report and photos.
The salt is just as dangerous to transportation today as it was for pioneers and
their oxen-powered Conestoga wagons.
Be grateful if you are never able to speak
from experience about something like
this. Be very grateful.
It all started when Boyd Coddington’s motorhome broke through the salt
sinking its rear wheels up to the hubs.
Before it was over, five tow trucks, each
bigger and heavier than the one that came

before it, also became mired in the mud.
The subsequent extraction process
was like using a 2x4 to cut a birthday
cake: nasty, wide and destructive. From
Christensen’s photos note that the salt
layer has withered from several feet thick
to not more than an inch in some areas.
For the record, the Coddington team
was exactly where they were supposed to
be, but why they needed to drive a honking huge Class A motorhome on the race

car return road, or why the SCTA/BNI
thought it OK to issue the vehicle pass
given the soupy salt conditions is puzzling
as several other smaller rigs also broke
through the salt that week.
Coddington’s team and film crew
headed out from the starting line to the
3-Mile marker after rookie driver Jo Coddington (Boyd’s wife) spun-out at
180MPH narrowly missing the time slip
tent and staff. The motorhome never got
there, quickly breaking through the salt.
“We were all excited when Jo spun
out,” Coddington told me, “We all
jumped in the motorhome because it was
the closest vehicle and we wanted to get
out to her. We only got a few feet when
we broke through the salt, so I headed off
to hire the local towing company that
told me it would only take 10 minutes to
pull us out.”
Not exactly. Wrecker #1 and a yellow
flatbed ventured too close to the metal
mud hen and promptly got stuck. Wrecker #2 shows up and extracted Wrecker #1
then gets stuck trying to yank out the yellow flatbed, but not before carving a 100
foot, 4-foot deep trench that twisted the
flatbed 40 degrees packing mud 6 feet up
the left door of the cab to wedge it firmly
into the landscape with its right side tires
about a foot off the ground.
Still with me? The rescued wrecker
went back to work on the motorhome,
but its winch jammed and 100-feet of tow
cable was stretched tight like a huge steel
guitar string three feet off the ground
between it and the motorhome. Another
pair of cables stretched
between Big Blue and
the yellow wrecker and
according to Christensen, the Coddington
crew in their rented
mini van drove into
the single cable depositing a fresh metal
burn on its nose.
“I finally called
Salt Lake City to find
the biggest wrecker in
town to pull us out of
the mess,” Coddington
explained who was
back on the salt with his wife for World
Finals, “We felt so bad about the whole
thing that we donated $1,000 to “Save
The Salt.”
According to the BLM, an agreement has been reached with Mr. Tow who
has agreed to backfill the gargantuan divots and smooth everything with a load of
salt. Mother Nature ought to heal everything over the winter.
“I was at the races with my family

when Coddington approached me,” said
Rick Davidson, owner of Mr. Tow, who
will pay close to $10,000 – to clean his
rigs, wages, pay staff, repair the salt and
settle his tow bill.
“Coddington assured me the salt was
secure around where the motorhome was
stuck. I relied on Coddington’s word
instead of checking out the surface
myself.
This was my own fault, I should have
known better. I just got too close.”
According to Davidson, the Coddington crew insisted he keep trying, but
when his rigs got stuck Davidson also
called Salt Lake for help. Before it was
over, four days had passed and five wreckers used to complete the yank-‘em-out
exercise.
“Most people get stuck wandering
off the return road,” said Davidson, who
drags 50 to 60 people out of the mud
annually, including vehicles whose occupants have died from exposure, “It’s all
white, but it not all thick. Four-wheeldrive doesn’t help, it doesn’t matter how
many wheels are turning.”
The mud under the salt never sleeps
and it is waiting to grab you. Just about
the time you think you are so incredibly
smart and those who told you not to go
somewhere so incredibly dumb, bone up
for a sticky life lesson.

SIDEBAR
Not everything on the salt uses fourwheels. The 2006 season witnessed an
epic, 3-way battle for the World Record
that may very well never be repeated. Two
books that were inspired by that speed
tryst demand review.
“World’s Fastest Motorcycle: The
Day The Bonneville Salt Stood Still”
It’s got passion. It’s got attitude. Its’
got so much testosterone squirting out
from between the pages that you might
want to wear protection when you read it.
Characters all, not a plain ‘ole person
among ‘em.
I doubt any book, film or radio program could capture the sizzling
competition that percolated up and out
on the salt flats last year, but it was anything but a standstill. The running
commentary from John Stein’s large print
pages is a recap of the most intriguing
two-wheeled speed battle among a trio of
top notch techno-laden streamliners, courageous riders and possessed owners all
looking to claim the World’s Fastest
Motorcycle crown.
Wind Tunnel’s Dave Despain leads

off with a riveting forward that locks in
on what the speed chase is all about.
Author Stein offers insight enough on
each team that provides dimensional clarity and flashes of personality. You end up
wishing you had been there to watch it
for yourself.
The story centers on:
– Builder and rider Sam Wheeler
and his EZ-Hook streamliner that
recorded a 355MPH – the fastest ever to
date for a motorcycle of any kind with
half the horsepower of ANY of his contemporaries.
– Denis Manning and “7”, his fishshaped streamliner boasting a
purpose-built engine ridden by dirt track
champ Chris Carr that ended up with the
world record in ’06.
– Mike Akatiff, who, while sitting
around a campfire getting rather lubricated decided to build “ACK Attack”
powered by a pair of Suzuki Hayabusas,
ridden by Manning’s former champion,
Rocky Robinson.
Author Stein has an easy, conversational writing style that provides
informative behind-the-scenes perspective of the two-wheeled speed supremacy
battle, but has trouble getting some of the
general historical facts straight about the
sport.
For instance, he claims the late publishing mogul Bob Petersen was
influential in getting salt racing rights for
hot rodders back in 1949. Sorry, not true.
“Pete” was only invited (according to the
late Wally Parks) because he owned a car
that could be relied upon to make the
roundtrip to Salt Lake from Los Angeles. The heavy lifting was done by Parks
and Lee Ryan, not Petersen.
The book also has a severe photo
caption deficiency, very few of the wonderful images have captions, those that do
rarely identify the people depicted leaving
the reader to wonder what, or who they
are viewing. As for the snappy, big, bold
quotes – no attribution. The bonus DVD
ought to fill-in the gaps and makes this
book worthy of a space on your
book shelf.
World’s Fastest Motorcycle: The Day The
Bonneville Salt Stood Still by John Stein
from Parker House Publishing. $35.00
176 pages, plus DVD of SPEED Channel
special. ISBN Number: 0-9796891-1-2/
9780979689116
Flat Out, The Race for the Motorcycle Land
Speed Record – Author: Rocky Robinson.
If you know the name its because of his
straight-line bike riding, not his writing
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prowess. Still, he took up the pen and
offers a tantalizing, behind-the-helmet
perspective, of land speed racing.
Not only was he immersed in the
development and testing of “Seven” the
motorcycle that currently holds the
World Record, but is also the rider for
the ACK Attack streamliner that broke
the 16-year-old 322MPH World Record
set by Dave Campos on the Easyriders
bike in 1990.
Robinson shares the hopes, fears and
frustrations as both teams struggle to get
their respective two-wheeled speed
machines to crank out ridiculously high
speeds. Clawing away at 350MPH is hard
enough on four wheels, but adding the
balancing act to the equation, so I’m
delighted Robinson was inspired to share.
This is the story from the guy in the
hot seat, the one who gets to pay with his
life if things go horribly wrong. Don’t
come to the pages looking for flowing
eloquent prose, it ain’t there. But if you
want to know what goes on in the rider’s
head when the parachutes don’t work, the
engine lets go, or the tire shreds, there
are details galore.
Readers might easily get the feeling
they are sharing a beer with the author
while sitting out on some porch in the
late afternoon as he recalls salty speed
tales. I wish Robinson would have spent a
bit more time writing about the historic
three-way battle in 2006, but I was
stunned that he felt qualified to armchairquarterback the reason for Nolan White’s
fatal crash in 2002.
There are so very few people who
can speak from experience about riding
or driving the incredible, sport-specific
streamliners found only in land speed
racing – the fastest vehicles on earth –
that it is with great enthusiasm that I
encourage you to give this book a read. If
you have any visions of driving or riding
ANYTHING out on the Bonneville Salt
Flats then this book becomes required
reading.
Flat Out, The Race for the Motorcycle Land
Speed Record by Rocky Robinson from
MBI Publishing, Hardbound, $25.95,
256 Pages: 256 ISBN: 0760331634

Note: Photojournalist Louise Ann Noeth
is the authoress of the award-winning
book, Bonneville: The Fastest Place on Earth,
a complete historical review of the first
50 years of land speed racing. MBI
Publishing is out of stock and will not
reprint the book. A few copies
remain, for ordering details go to:
www.landspeedproductions.biz.
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